
Welcome! 
Grab coffee and breakfast. 
Thanks Tom and his team!

MEN OF SUCCESS 
Thursdays at 6:15



Second semester: 12 classes 1/11-3/29 

Audio recorded at discovertbc.com
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Proactive

Reactive

High CooperationLow Cooperation

Win-WinI Win-
You Lose

Lose-Lose I Lose-
You Win



When negotiating starts, do you tend to… 
                                     
                                           AVOID it? 

                                                   ACCOMMODATE ? 

                                                   COMPETE ? 

                                                   COLLABORATE? 



Many of  us use the avoidance strategy much 
more often than we realize or care to admit.

The more comfortable and skilled we are at 
using a competitive approach, the more 
collaborative opportunities will open up for us.

As we begin to resist our negotiaphobia, our 
accommodation tendency drops dramatically, 
because we realize we by giving the other 
side what they ask for we are not building a 
true relationship, just showing weakness.







HOW TO NEGOTIATE WITH…

ANALYTICALS (slow paced/task focused) 

* no surprises      
* just the facts, ma’am (no feelings) 
* ducks in a row (all the data) 
* time to process 
* they fear making a mistake—                         

your job is to show them they won’t be.

Who do you deal with who’s an ANALYTICAL?



HOW TO NEGOTIATE WITH…

DRIVERS (fast paced/task focused) 

* don’t be intimidated 
* survive their opening competitive gambit 
* they have one big issue: address it  
* don’t bore them with details 
* they fear failure:                                                  

your job is to show them they’ll succeed.

Who do you deal with (work, home) who’s a DRIVER?



HOW TO NEGOTIATE WITH…

EXPRESSIVES (fast paced/relationship focused) 

* they are natural collaboraters! 
* short attention span, move quickly 
* they need and like being pushed, prodded 
* impulsive and flighty, so you may need to 

work with their analytical partner or spouse 
* they fear boredom:                                                

your job is to keep it fun and fascinating. 

Who do you deal with who’s an EXPRESSIVE?



HOW TO NEGOTIATE WITH…

AMIABLES (slow paced/relationship focused) 

* surprise—the hardest to negotiate with! 
* friendly, caring, but postpone decisions 
* the ultimate postponers, accommodaters, 

avoiders 
* they fear offending someone…anyone:      

your job is to show how everyone will smile.

Who do you deal with who’s an AMIABLE?





Sometimes COLLABORATING is not the best strategy! 

Instead, what you need to do is  
                    AVOID (walk away) 
               or ACCOMMODATE (give in) 
               or COMPETE (battle it out)



When do you want to use AVOIDANCE (walk away)?

- When you don’t care for anything they have to offer. 
- When it’s unimportant to you. 
- When you’ve already decided to go elsewhere.



Proactive

Reactive

High CooperationLow Cooperation

Win-WinWin-Lose

Lose-Lose Lose-Win

Jesus on trial 

Pilate: “Are you innocent? 
Tell me.”  

 Caiaphas: “Beg for your life.”  

Jesus remained silent.

Avoidance



When do you want to use ACCOMMODATION (give in)?

- When you have no leverage. 
- When you’re desperate. 

             (suggestion: use the line  
                   “This time around…”)



Moses, it’s time to 
ACCOMODATE!



Ezekiel, it’s time to 
ACCOMODATE!



When do you want to use COMPETITION (do battle)?

- When THEY are battling: if you collaborate then, 
you’ll just be accommodating. 

- When you realize that a little competition now 
will gain you more collaboration in the future. 

- When the issue is non-negotiable (ex. gospel).



Proactive

Low Cooperation

Win-WinWin-Lose

Lose-Lose Lose-Win

Moses vs. Pharaoh 

Moses: “God says, ‘Let my people go!’” 
Pharaoh: “No.” 

God: “Plagues 1-9.” 
Pharaoh: “OK, go….NO, you can’t.” 

God: “Plague 10.” 
Pharaoh: “OK, go.”

Win-Lose
Competition



Proactive

Low Cooperation

Win-WinWin-Lose

Lose-Lose Lose-Win

Galatians 2 Paul v. Peter 

Peter separating from believing Gentiles 
bec. not circumcized 

Paul rebukes him: ”Gospel not faith plus 
works. You’re wrong. Repent, return." 

Peter: “You win, you’re right.”
Win-Lose

Competition



When, if ever, should you use COMPROMISE?

- late in negotiation 
- close to an agreement



When, if ever, should you just COMPROMISE?

COMPETE COLLABORATE

AVOID ACCOMMODATE

COMPROMISE





3. Mention a person you are in negotiations with. Is he/she an 
ANALYTICAL? a DRIVER? an EXPRESSIVE? or an AMIABLE?
(by the way, which of the four are you?)

2. Assess yourself: do you tend to Avoid (walk away)? 
Accommodate (yield quickly)? Compete (do battle)?                                 
or Collaborate (talk-talk ’til you both are happy)?

1. Recite the E.A.S.Y. process. If you tried it 
last week, share your story with the group.  

group discussion STARTERS


